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1. INTRODUCTION  
Negligible even in the small duty cycle. The duty 

cycle loss is further reduced resulting in increased step-
up ratio. Since the RPWM is performed by utilizing Lr–
Cr resonance in the auxiliary circuit, the capacitance is 
significantly reduced compared to the pulse width 
modulation method. Because of reduced switching 
losses, diode reverse recovery problems and increased 
step up ratio, the proposed converter is used in dc 
backup energy systems for uninterruptible power supply 
(UPS),photovoltaic systems, fuel cell systems, and 
hybrid electric vehicles. 
 

                                           INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The demand for non isolated high step-up dc–dc 

converters has been gradually increasing in accordance 
with the growth in dc backup energy systems for 
uninterruptible power system (UPS), photovoltaic 
systems, fuel cell systems, and hybrid electric vehicles. 
Since the general boost converter should operate at high 
duty cycle in order to achieve high-output voltage, the 
rectifier diode must sustain a short pulse current with 
high amplitude, resulting in severe reverse recovery as 
well as high electromagnetic interference problems. 
Also, as output voltage is increased, the switch voltage 
rating is increased, which increases the dominating 
conduction loss. Moreover, a high duty cycle may lead 
to poor dynamic responses to line and load variations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
When the conventional boost converter employed for high power application, it should operate at high duty 

cycle in order to achieve high-output voltage. To increase output voltage in high range, higher rating of power 
semiconductor switches should be used which increases the dominating conduction loss. The diode must sustain a 
short pulse current with high amplitude, resulting in severe reverse recovery problem as well as high 
electromagnetic interference problems. Moreover, a high duty cycle may lead to poor dynamic responses to line 
and load variations. In order to overcome these problems, non isolated high step-up dc–dc converters with soft 
switching technique is proposed in this project. The main drawback of pulse width modulation is high turn-off 
switch losses. To reduce the turn off switching losses, an improved switching method, called resonant PWM 
(RPWM) is proposed for the soft-switched non isolated high step-up dc–dc converters in order to reduce the turn-
off switching losses.The proposed converter shows zero-voltage switching turn-on of the switches in continuous 
conduction mode as well as reduced turnoff switching losses. Also, as a result of the proposed switching method, 
the switching losses associated with diode reverse recovery become negligible even in the small duty cycle. The 
duty cycle loss is further reduced resulting in increased step-up ratio. Since the RPWM is performed by utilizing 
Lr–Cr resonance in the auxiliary circuit, the capacitance is significantly reduced compared to the pulse width 
modulation method. Because of reduced switching losses, diode reverse recovery problems and increased step up 
ratio, the proposed converter is used in dc backup energy systems for uninterruptible power supply 
(UPS),photovoltaic systems, fuel cell systems, and hybrid electric vehicles. 
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  Various types of non isolated high step-up dc–dc 
converters have been presented to overcome the 
aforementioned problem. Converters with coupled 
inductors can provide high output voltage without using 
high duty cycle and yet reduce the switch-voltage stress. 
The reverse recovery problem associated with rectifier 
diode is also alleviated. However, they have large input 
current ripple and are not suitable for high-power 
applications since the capacity of the magnetic core is 
considerable. The switched-capacitor converter does not 
employ an inductor making it feasible to achieve high-
power density. However, the efficiency could be 
reduced to allow output voltage regulation. The major 
drawback of theses topologies is that attainable voltage 
gains and power levels without degrading system 
performances are restricted. 
  

Most of the coupled-inductor and switched-capacitor 
converters are hard switched. The hard-switched CCM 
boost converter suffers from severe diode reverse-
recovery problem in high-current high-power 
applications. That is, when the main switch is turned on, 
a shoot through of the output capacitor to ground due to 
the diode reverse recovery causes a large current spike 
through the diode and main switch. This not only incurs 
significant turn-off loss of the diode and turn-on loss of 
the main switch, but also causes severe electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) emission. The effect of the reverse-
recovery-related problems becomes more significant for 
high switching frequency at high power level. 
Therefore, the hard-switched CCM boost converter is 
not capable to achieve high efficiency and high power 
density at high power level. Therefore, they are not 
suitable for high efficiency and high-power 
applications.  
 

Some soft-switched interleaved high step-up 
converter topologies have been proposed to achieve 
high efficiency at desired level of volume and power 
level. Among them, the soft-switched continuous 
conduction mode (CCM) boost converter demonstrated 
reduced voltage stresses of switches and diodes and 
zero-voltage switching (ZVS) turn-on of the switches in 
CCM and zero-current switching (ZCS) turn-off of the 
diodes. However, a drawback of this pulse width 
modulation (PWM) converter is high turn-off switch 
losses. In this project, an improved switching method, 
called resonant PWM (RPWM) is proposed for the soft-
switched CCM boost converter in order to reduce the 
turn-off switching losses. 
 

 Since the RPWM is performed by utilizing Lr–Cr 
resonance   in the auxiliary circuit, the capacitance is 
significantly reduced. Also, because of the proposed 
RPWM operation, the switching losses associated with 
diode reverse recovery become negligible even in the 

small duty cycle and the duty cycle loss is further 
reduced resulting in increased step-up ratio.  

 
  II. PROPOSED CONVERTER 
 

  
Fig 1.Proposed converter 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the proposed 
converter which has the same circuit topology as the 
PWM method proposed converter.  The proposed 
converter consists of a general boost converter as the 
main circuit and an auxiliary circuit which includes 
capacitor Cr inductor Lr, and two diodes DL and DU . 
Two switches are operated with asymmetrical 
complementary switching to regulate the output voltage. 
Owing to the auxiliary circuit, not only output voltage is 
raised but ZVS turn-on of two switches can naturally be 
achieved in CCM by using energy stored in filter 
inductor Lf and auxiliary inductor Lr. Unlike PWM 
method in which the switches are turned OFF with high 
peak current, the proposed converter utilizes Lr–Cr 
resonance of auxiliary circuit, thereby reducing the turn-
off current of switches. Furthermore, for resonance 
operation, the capacitance of Cr is reduced by at least 
20-fold, resulting in reduced volume. Also, switching 
losses associated with diode-reverse recovery of the 
proposed RPWM converter are significantly reduced. 

 
MODE OF OPERATION: 

Mode 1: 

 
Fig 2.operating mode 1 

 
  This mode begins when upper switch SU which was 
carrying the current of difference between iLf andiLr is 
turned OFF. SL can be turned ON with ZVS if gate 
signal for SL is applied before the current direction of 
SL is reversed. Filter inductor current iLf and auxiliary 
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current iLr starts to linearly increase and decrease, 
respectively, as follows. 

Ǿ 6ࡔ                   f3痞坪纵n ݒ nr邹十6ࡔ 纵nr邹                  (1)                            

(6ࡔ             Ǿ f品Ƽ,屏3坡能f泼痞Ƽ 纵n ݒ nr邹十6ࡔ)纵nr邹          (2) 

This mode ends when decreasing current iLr changes its 
direction of flow. Then DU is turned OFF under ZCS 
condition. 
Mode 2:   

 
Fig 3.operating mode 2 

 This mode begins with Lr–Cr resonance of the 
auxiliary circuit. Fig  3 shows equivalent circuit of this 
resonant mode. Current iLf is still linearly increasing. 
The voltage and current of resonant components are 
determined, respectively, as follows: 6ࡔ) Ǿ (oࡔݒ Ǿ fƼ挠拼  sin 纵卉)纵n ݒ n1邹邹                      (3) 5o)纵n邹Ǿ ƃ), 2侍cos试卉)纵n ݒ n1邹守ݒ 1市十5o)纵n1邹               

(4) 
                              ƃ), 2 Ǿ ƃ7),桂ݒ˒ࡔ ƃ71,广Ǿ瞬6) o)世 8˒圭 卉)Ǿ 1/√6)o          (5) 

 
  This resonance mode ends when iLr reaches to zero.   
Note that DL is turned OFF under ZCS condition 
Mode 3: 

 
Fig 4.operating mode 3 

 
There is no current path through the auxiliary circuit 

during this mode. Output capacitors supply the load. At 
the end of this mode the turn-off signal of SLis applied. 
It is noted that the turn-off current of SL,ISL,offis 
limited to filter inductor current at  t3, ILf,max, which is 
much smaller than that of PWM method. 
 
 

Mode  4: 

 
Fig 5.operating mode 4 

 This mode begins when lower switch SL is turned OFF. 
SU can be turned ONwith ZVS if gate signal for SU is 
applied before the current direction of SU is reversed. 
Filter inductor current iLfstarts to linearly decrease 
since voltage VLf becomes negative Like Mode 2, the 
other Lr–Cr resonance of auxiliary circuit is started, and 
DU starts conducting. Equivalent circuit of resonant 
mode is shown in fig. The voltage and current of 
resonant components are determined, respectively, as 
follows: 6ࡔ Ǿ f3能f品囊痞坪 纵n ݒ nh邹十6ࡔ 纵nh邹                                         
(6) 

(6ࡔ                      Ǿ (oࡔݒ Ǿ fƼ恼拼 sin 纵卉)纵n ݒ nh邹邹               
(7) 
                    ƃ)iǾ ƃ7),桂8果ݒ ƃ72                                   
(8) 
 
This mode ends when iLr is equal to iLf. 
Mode 5: 

 
 

Fig 6.operating mode 5 
After iLrequals iLf,iSUchanges its direction, then this 
mode begins. At the end of this mode, turn-off signal of 
SU is applied and this mode ends. 
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III CONTROL TECHNIQUE 
PWM Method Versus RPWM Method: 

 
Fig 7.Comparision of switch and diode current 

waveforms. 
 

  Fig.7 shows the current waveforms of lower switch SL 
and lower diode DL of the converter illustrating the 
effectiveness of the proposed RPWM. As shown in Fig. 
7, IRPWM,off,  switch turn-off current of the proposed 
RPWM method, is smaller than IPWM,off, switch turn 
off current of PWM method which is the sum of input 
inductor current iLf and auxiliary inductor current iLr at 
turn off instant. For the proposed RPWM operation, 
resonant capacitor Cr is reduced by at least 20-fold 
compared to the auxiliary capacitor of the PWM 
operation which should be large enough to act as a 
voltage source. Furthermore, the turn-off losses 
associated with diode reverse recovery of the proposed 
RPWM converter are negligible while that of the PWM 
method could be somewhat considerable, especially at 
operation with small duty, due to high turn-off current 
and di/dt, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig 8. Comparision of switch and diode current 

waveforms. Of two resonant condition. 
 
Above-Resonance Operation Versus Below-Resonance 
Operation: 
 
 

         
Fig 9.Comparision of switch and diode current 

waveforms of two resonant condition. 
            

fr=1/2π√LrCr                                    (9) 
 

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the below-resonance 
operation has advantages over the above-resonance 
operation. First, the total switching losses are smaller 
for the below-resonance operation since both switch 
turn-off current and diode di/dtare smaller. Second, duty 
loss D1 of the below-resonance operation is smaller 
than duty loss D1+D2 of the above-resonance operation, 
as shown in Fig. 8. The below-resonance operation is 
chosen for the proposed RPWM method. For below-
resonance operation, half of the resonant period (t1–t2 ) 
should be shorter than DeffTs(t1–t3). Therefore, the 
resonant frequency can be  determined by 
                              fr>(fs/2)Deff                    (10) 
Deffis effective duty cycle D–D1 considering the duty 
loss.              
 
IV   VOLTAGE CONVERSION RATIO 
  To obtain the voltage gain of the proposed converter, it 
is assumed that the voltage across C1 and C2 are 
constant during  the switching period Ts . The output 
voltage is given by ƃr Ǿ ƃ71 十ƃ72                                          (11) 
  ƃr Ǿ 屁嫩囊囊能 ƃࡔ ݒ ∆ƃ                             (12) 

  ƃr Ǿ 挠囊能乒坪坪ƃࡔ Ǿ 挠囊能 ƃࡔ ݒ ∆ƃ         (13) 

where effective duty Deffand voltage drop ΔV are 
expressed using duty loss ΔD 
    雇硅  Ǿ 雇ݒ ∆D                               (14) 

      ∆ƃ Ǿ 挠∆f3纵囊能邹纵囊能乒坪坪邹                          (15) 

 
VC 1 that is the same as output voltage of the general 
boost converter can be expressed as 
    ƃ71 Ǿ 囊囊能 ƃ(16)                                          ࡔ ƃ72 Ǿ 囊囊能ƃࡔ ݒ ∆ƃ                                              (17) 
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ས雇6, 85 Ǿ f难片泼Ǿ 藤挠飘魄董 纵ƃ7)桂ݒ˒ࡔ汝嗓浅难ƃ71邹√披Ƽ√痞Ƽsin纵卉)n邹.圭n藤(18) 

  ས雇罐Ǿ f泼篇.片泼Ǿ 囊挠纵1 ݒ雇ݒ ∆雇邹. ས62, ۷硅8诡          (19) 

  ས雇罐Ǿ f泼篇.片泼Ǿ 囊挠纵雇十∆雇邹. ས62, ۷硅8诡                    (20) 
VCr,minand VCr,maxof capacitor voltage VCrcan be 
approximated by ƃ7)桂ࡔ˒史ƃ71 ݒ f难挠披Ƽ片泼坪魄                                 (21) 

     ƃ7)桂8果史 ƃ71 十 f难挠披Ƽ片泼坪魄                            (22) 

Below-resonance operation (D >fs/2fr ): 

 
Fig 10 . below resonant operation with D>fs/2fr 

 
  In this mode, the duty loss is the same as D1, as shown 
in Fig.10  The steady-state inductor voltage equation on 
inductor Lrduring D1Ts gives ƃ7)桂ݒ˒ࡔ ƃr Ǿ 6) 瞬荣嗓肉嗓纵f品Ƽ屏频铺能f品挠邹囊飘魄                   (23) 
the duty loss can be obtained by ∆雇Ǿ 雇1 Ǿ 纵囊能邹纵坪魄/牵Ƽ邹虐纽奴 纵纵囊能邹牵Ƽ/坪魄邹挠披Ƽ片泼坪魄足褥腮褥伞卒嫩纵囊能邹              (24) 

 
the voltage gain in this mode can be obtained by 怪Ǿ 煮纵囊能霹邹嫩税揍煮纵霹能囊邹潜嫩恼͘腻煮纵腻煮嫩你邹租煮纵煮嫩批邹                   (25) 

 

Where 雇烛Ǿ 1 雇,故Ǿݒ o)er 滚, 8˒圭 顾Ǿ 坪魄牵Ƽsin 纵烛牵Ƽ坪魄邹 
Above-resonance operation ( 1− (fs/2fr ) < D <(fs/2fr 
)): 
 
In this mode, the duty loss is D1+D2 as shown in 
Fig.15In a similar way, the duty loss can be obtained as 
follows: 

 
Fig 11 . Above resonance operation with 1-

(fs/2fr)>D>fs/2fr 
ΔD = D1 + D2 
Voltage gain can be obtained by, 怪Ǿ 煮纵囊能霹邹嫩税揍煮纵霹能囊邹潜嫩恼͘腻煮纵腻煮嫩匿邹租煮纵煮嫩披邹                   (26) 

Where  o Ǿ 2  滚卉)sin 纵卉)2 滚邹cos 纵纵雇ݒ 0.j邹卉) 滚 邹 
Above-resonance operation (D <1 − (fs/2fr )): 
 
In this mode, the duty loss is D2 , as shown in Fig.16. 
Ina similar way, the duty loss can be obtained as 
follows: 

            
     
Fig 12 . Above resonance operation with D<1-(fs/2fr)     ∆雇Ǿ 雇2 Ǿ 纵囊能邹纵坪魄/牵Ƽ邹虐纽奴 纵牵Ƽ/坪魄邹挠品Ƽ片泼坪魄足褥腮褥伞卒嫩纵囊能邹                       (27) 

Voltage gain of this mode can be obtained by, 怪Ǿ 煮纵囊能霹邹嫩税揍煮纵霹能囊邹潜嫩恼͘腻煮纵腻煮嫩逆邹租煮纵煮嫩琵邹                           (28) 

 

Where                        刮Ǿ 坪魄牵Ƽsin 纵雇卉)/ 滚邹 
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SIMULATION RESULTS: 
 

 
Fig 13. Simulation diagram of proposed converter. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 14. Output waveforms of proposed converter 

 
 

Fig 15. Output voltage waveform. 
 
APPLICATIONS: 
1. Fuel cell powered resonant PWM zvzcs converter fed 
PMDC motor electric vehicle application: 

 
Fig 16. Simulation diagram of fuel cell fed resonant 

PWM converter fed PMDC motor 
2. Solar powered resonant PWM zvzcs converter 

 
Fig 17. Simulation diagram of solar cell fed resonant 

PWM converter 
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Fig 18. Comparison of voltage gain 

PERFORMANCE CURVE: 

 

Fig 19. Comparison of  performance curve. 

 
 V EXTENSION OF THE PROPOSED CONCEPT: 

Fig.20 shows the basic cell used as the building block 
to build the proposed converter. The basic cell consists 
of an input filter inductor, a switch leg and a diode leg 
and an auxiliary inductor and capacitor . 

               
Fig 20. Basic cell 

N could be increased to get higher output voltage 
while P could be increased to get higher output power. 
where N is the number of output series connected basic  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cell and P is the number of output parallel connected 

basic cell respectively 

Fig 21.extension of the proposed converter. 

VI CONCLUSION 
  In this project resonant PWM (RPWM) is proposed for 
the soft-switched non isolated high step-up dc–dc 
converters. The simulation was done using MATLAB 
software which evident that the following improvements 
over the PWM method have been achieved: 1) the turn-
off losses of the switch are significantly reduced due to 
reduced turn-off current.2)the switching losses 
associated with diode-reverse recovery become 
negligible even in the small duty cycle. 3) The auxiliary 
capacitor is reduced by 20-fold.4) The duty cycle loss is 

TABLE I 
Comparison Table for RPWM and Conventional PWM: 
 

Duty 
cycle 

Proposed 
RPWM method 

Conventional 
converter 

0 2 1 

0.1 2.1997 1.1111 

0.2 2.4444 1.25 

0.3 2.7518 1.4286 

0.4 2.9382 1.6667 

0.5 3.4519 2 

0.6 4.1923 2.5 

0.7 6.1403 3.3333 

0.8 9.2068 5 
Table 1. comparison of  voltage gain between conventional 

converter and proposed converter 

 
. 
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much reduced resulting in increased step-up ratio.5) The 
maximum efficiency of RPWM method is 95.3% at 
1400W load. The maximum efficiency of PWM method 
is 94.3% at 1200W load. The efficiency of the proposed 
RPWM method is approximately 1% higher than that of 
the PWM method. 
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